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To grasp the whole process empirically
demands an ethnographic understanding 
of price-setting practices, in particular 
follow the everyday work of RM and other 
individuals involved in the pricing process 
of the company.
Revenue management (RM) can be referred to as “the methodology and systems” required to make either “sales decisions (we are making 
decisions on where and when to sell and to whom and at what price) or demand-management decisions (we are estimating demand and its 
characteristics and using price and capacity control to ‘manage’ demand)” (Talluri and van Ryzin 2004: 2).
Revenue Management 
from a Sociological Perspective
“An actor is what
is made to act
by many others”
(Latour 2005: 46)
“Firms employing RM techniques 
have seen revenues increase between 
3% and 7% 
without significant capital expenditures!”
(Cross 1997: 4)
“Selling the right seats
to the right customers
at the right prices.”
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